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Fueling the User Experience: Moore is More
3 GHz, Dual Core, 128m video card, 19” monitor = $890

sub 1/10 second response time goal (local interactions)

download the data as data...

redraw the visualization locally...

one data set is worth a thousand pictures

ergo: distribute the tool and the data and stand back...



Proven End-to-end Data Delivery SOLUTION
OPeNDAP enabled

accesses the OPeNDAP IDL Client

IDL/ArcGIS (soon) powered

leverages professional data format access tools/scripts

Adobe simple

They DO the GUI for professional/consumer apps... 

Does Windows and Mac OS

Adobe, and ITT are cross-platform.  ESRI...does some Java...

Open to new access protocols/standards

e.g., the alpha OGC WCS Client, ECHO, web services



Adobe Director
500 lb gorilla app for 
multimedia APPLICATION 
AUTHORING...

Spits out STAND-ALONE 
APPLICATIONS... not just 
graphics

JavaScript enabled



Director=Multimedia
Combining video, audio, 
graphics, 3D objects, and 
text...

Creating user interfaces 

Programming user choices 
into the interface

+ NASA DATA (IDL Xtra)



Adobe Director (cont.)
Open Architecture API

uses COM compatable for 
both Windows and Mac

Xtras=Plug-ins

IDL Xtra...ESRI Xtra



ITT Visual Solution’s 
IDL software

IDL, MATLAB, and the rest: 
it’s what researchers use.

Runtime code version 6.3

Massive amount of code we 
don’t need to debug or 
update...

Command-line interface



IDL: Data access and 
more

IDL reads ALL NASA data 
(please let me know if this is 
not so)...

IDL handles 3D, 4D, and 5D 
data...

IDL does the math too...

IDL runs the OPeNDAP 
client



OPeNDAP and IDL
OPeNDAP: Open Source 
Project for a Networked 
Data Access Protocol

IDL client access’s 
OPeNDAP (DODS) servers

Many NASA/NOAA data 
centers use OPeNDAP

[peter c. high-tech diagram circa 1997]



We love Open-Source... but we crave speed
DIAL is NOT an open-source project... it does provide an open 
RESOURCE of code that can be used with standard licenses

DIAL HARNESSES leading COTS software environments:

ITT’s IDL™, ESRI’s ArcEngine™ (soon), Adobe’s Director™

Some time in the future, open-source might catch up. Until 
then, there’s DIAL.



Licensed for Education—licensable for any use
Generous donation of the runtime distribution license from 
ITT Visual Solutions gives us the means to build a community of developers 
working to spread data literacy and data use to classrooms, museums, and 
other educational outlets

Education User cost: free

Other User cost: ITT Visual Solutions will work with any developer to license 
the runtime IDL code on a per-application basis: Please Contact Keith 
Nicholson at ITT Visual Solutions: keithn@rsinc.com

The EDMI Xtra is available for free for all non-commercial uses.

Development requires STANDARD IDL and Adobe Director licenses
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Some Lessons Learned
Non-scientists have high expectations for GUI features and 
performance: Button execution delay is a huge problem for 
general user.

Google Earth raises the bar: people expect data to download 
quick, like a data image: Not the kind of performance a DAAC/
OPeNDAP server can provide

NOTHING IS TOO SIMPLE, almost everything is too complex



Designing User-Near Applications
Specialty shop, not a supermarket

NO MENUS: flatline the learning curve

Share GUI patterns for familiarity: borrowing from Apple, etc.

Lots of little software tools instead of one complex tool

Wrap the tool with information: datasheet and EET

Please some people all the time...

VS

http://serc.carleton.edu/usingdata/datasheets/NationalSnowIceDC.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/usingdata/datasheets/NationalSnowIceDC.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/eet/carbon/index.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/eet/carbon/index.html


PROBLEMS with USER-NEAR Strategy
Growing inventory of software tools on desktops

upgrades become problematic

metrics are not well captured



Technology integration with NASA
Working with the Tech. Integration Working Group

Community web portal using DRUPAL

Supporting Annual workshops at ESIP summer meetings

Developer portal on BASECAMP

http://209.31.179.128/nmri/taxonomy/term/1
http://209.31.179.128/nmri/taxonomy/term/1


Support for WCS in IDL and ArcGIS
The IDL WCS Client provides access to gridded data from 
WCS servers

ArcGIS includes WMS and WFS support

Director promotes layer transparency control



This technology is yours...
Come to the Workshop at the Summer ESIP Meeting...

Get a copy and play with it

Build an application and connect to data

Distribute cd/dvds with data and application, or

Grab data on the fly through opendap/wcs

RUN WITH iT!


